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Joe McCarthy, Player Agent
Joe Bonsignore, Summer, & Fall Ball

HAPPY NEW YEAR!

Joe Clapcich, Complex/Field Operations

On behalf of the Hillsborough Baseball League Board of Directors, I would like to wish you a happy , healthy 2015.

Scott Ross, Complex/Field Operations
Michele Eilbacher, Purchasing/
Uniforms
Jason Wacaster, Equipment
Kevin Leary, Fundraising/Sponsors
Keith Treonze, Training/Development
Michael Duralek, Scheduling
Fred Versaci, Travel Teams
Rob Movshin, Volunteers/Workbonds

We have been very busy this fall and winter planning for
the Spring 2015 season. This started with the reorganization of the board at the beginning of October. I would like
to publicly thank the outgoing Board members for all of
their hard work and dedication to the Hillsborough Baseball League programs—Peter Elmalis, Jim Johnson, Tony
Melfi, Laura LaSala, and Dori Olson.
As you are aware, registration was open from November
through January. Currently, late registration is open—it’s
not too late to get your child involved in the spring recreation leagues.
Please review this newsletter for information
related to the Spring 2015 program, as well as
other opportunities available to your children.
We are looking forward to a great season!
Ed Porowski, President

VOLUNTEER OPPORTUNITIES
The only way Hillsborough Baseball League is able to be successful is through the support of volunteers. Please consider signing
up for one of the following volunteer spots, which will fulfill
your work bond.
MLB Pitch, Hit & Run
These individuals will be involved with the planning, advertising and execution of this fun community event. Meetings will be held in the months leading up to the event in order to plan it out and then the event will be held in
early May.
Family Day Committee
These individuals will be asked to meet, plan and carry our HBL's annual
Family Day event, which also celebrates our 60th Anniversary as a league.
Meetings will be held in the months prior to plan out the activities and logistics and these individuals will help carry out the event in early June.
League Commissioner - International through Senior League
Job Duties for League Commissioner








Act as a liaison to the BOD and Disciplinary Committee in the case of an
incident that requires such attention
Interpret all questions on rules, consulting Umpire in Chief when necessary
Coordinate with Director of Purchasing on trophy ordering for Championship Games
Run Championship ceremony with designated BOD member
Make sure that all scores and pitch counts are submitted by coaches
Attend this league's draft

Prerequisites:



Must be a member in good standing with HBL (Conduct and Financial)
Must not have a child in this particular league
Tournament Committee - Trophies
This individual will be asked to work with HBL's Director of Purchasing to
pick out and order the trophies for HBL's two hosted Tournaments, Memorial
Day and Summer B. This person will also be asked to coordinate the Championship game ceremonies for each Tournament Championship game, making sure each game is covered with volunteers to hand out trophies to the
two teams competing in the Championship Games.
Tournament Committee - Game Day Operations
This individual will be asked to schedule and organize volunteers to run the
game day operations for HBL's two hosted Tournaments, Memorial Day and
Summer B. Once the schedule of games is set, this individual will schedule
volunteers to sit at the Tournament tent to hand out and collect baseballs
and score sheets, keep an eye on the complex to ensure it is kept clean.
Tournament Committee - Scheduling
This individual will work along the HBL Director of Scheduling in order to
schedule games and fields for HBL's two hosted Tournaments, Memorial Day
and Summer B. In addition, this individual will be asked to update standings
and scores throughout the tournament.

Important Dates for
the Spring & Summer
2015
March 2… Manager Meeting
March 4… Parent Meeting
March 20… Practices Begin
April 9 & 11...Picture Days
(Tentative)
April 11… Opening Day
May 2… Pitch, Hit, & Run Competition
May 22-25… Memorial Day Tournament
May 30...Family Day
June 1-17… Playoffs and Championships (To Be Determined)
June 5… HBL at Patriots Game
June 21… Last Day of Spring Season
June 20-28… Summer B for 8, 10,
12, & 14 Year Olds
June 22-July31… Summer Ball
July 11-19… Summer B for Ages 7,
9, 11, 13 Year Olds
August 1-31… Fields Dark

A Connected Sleeve Finds That Pitchers Need To Alter Their Warm-Ups
By Matt Hartigan
The rapid rise of ulnar collateral ligament
reconstructions, better known as Tommy
John surgery, is hurting baseball. More than
20 major league pitchers have had surgery
already in 2014, and this particular problem
has begun appearing in players as young as
13 years old. It could become a serious legal
liability for leagues and coaches if someone
doesn't figure out how to curb the problem
soon.

Historically, the eye test and self-report have
been the only reliable ways to determine
player fatigue. Reflective markers and highspeed video technology have been used to
develop 3-D models of players' bodies, but
that takes the kind of time and effort that
limits the tech's availability to maybe once or
twice a year.

"Some feedback we've got from coaches already," says Hansen, "has been the ability to
see if [a pitcher] has the same mechanics—
the same arm speed and arm slot—for a fastball versus your curve ball. Coaches really
preach that same delivery, that repeatable
delivery. We're giving them a space to analyze
that."

But Motus has found that pitchers sometimes drop their arm slot—from overhand
To date, understanding the stress a pitcher
toward sidearm—by as much as 19% during
places on his or her ulnar collateral ligament games. This change happens slowly, howev(UCL) has been a function of rudimentary
er. Over the first few innings, only about a
measures like height, weight, and velocity.
3% drop in arm angle occurs on average,
But in September, pitchers from nine Fall
meaning that over the course of the next few
Instructional League baseball teams wore a
innings there can be a much sharper decline.
sensor-connected armband called the Motus Identifying when the dropoff occurs, then, is
Sleeve to establish a baseline understanding crucial not only to protecting a one-run lead,
of the load placed on a player's most valuable but also the pitcher's ligament.
ligament.

With the data already collected at the Fall
Instructional League, Motus hopes to help
stem the rash of Tommy John surgeries. The
3-D motion capture lab—which maps players' deliveries and mechanics on-site once
the data is uploaded from the Sleeve—is
portable and the company is confident that it
will be used in spring training for as many as
20 teams when pitchers and catchers report
in February.

"Basically," explains Ben Hansen, vice president and CTO of Motus, "the Sleeve provides
trends of performance and workloads on that
UCL and that allows coaches to make better
decision with their pitchers and managing
their arms, as well as the players themselves."
The newly released findings are insightful,
albeit counterintuitive. The startling conclusion: Traditional training and warm-up
methods might be doing more harm than
good.
“The numbers show that UCL stress between
long toss (warm-up throws of over 180 feet),
dry work (throwing motion sans baseball),
bullpens, and live throws are not as proportional as we may have thought," reveals Hansen, "with each throw placing cumulative
stress on the UCL. The sleeve now allows us
to measure exactly how much each throw
adds to this. You could never do this with
your eyes, and now we can tell pitchers when
they are throwing too much and with too
much stress."
Motus found that a "long toss" taxes a player's UCL more than live, in-game throws–-a
startling statistic considering the practice's
prevalence during pre-game drills.
The sleeve itself contains reactive accelerometers and gyroscopes, and identifies different
pitching motions on board. When a pitch is
thrown, the data recorded is stored in the
sleeve and then downloaded, either in real
time or whenever an appropriate device is
within Bluetooth range.
Motus's physics engine then takes the raw
data from the sleeve's sensors, including arm
speed and angle, and converts it into smart
data. Measures such as arm torque and UCL
stress become clear, allowing pitchers and
coaches to better understand where there's a
potential for injury.

"When an athlete is stressed by too many
throws, or too many high-torque throws,"
Hansen explains, "we can kind of see when
they're at the end of these ranges where they
break down. We also look at if their elbow is
dropping or if their arm slot is changing dramatically, if it's a good release point anymore."

And ultimately the Sleeve could be used in
other sports as well.

"We've been collecting data and building the
physics engines specifically for general mobility and stability, golf swing analysis, baseball
batting, tennis, la crosse," says Nolan. "We're
prepared to launch on a much wider basis.
Right now, our focus and immediate goal is
to perfect pitching and get to the market and
Where the sleeve truly excels is in its ability
prove it out. But right on the heels there's
to map delivery or, the motion responsible for definitely multiple sports and multiple opporthe wear and tear on a player's arm. "The
tunities for the company."
hardware can detect any kind of throw," says
Hansen, "from a Little Leaguer playing catch,
to Justin Verlander's fastball, to Mitch Stetter's sidearm or underarm delivery. What we
are really good at is then taking that data
and getting mechanics off of it and computing things like torque at the elbow at different velocities."
Motus is aiming to use the sleeve to track
throw mechanics during live competition as
well, in order to pinpoint when a player is
peaking. These single game numbers can
then be compared to season averages to isolate an individual players' tendencies.
"We've been doing assessments, and specifically pitching assessments at our biomechanics lab for about four years now," says
Joe Nolan, cofounder and CEO at Motus.
"But the goal has always been to take these
analytics that are specifically focused on
optimizing performance and reducing the
risk of injury, taking that lab experience and
bringing it to the players on the field."
A consumer version of the Sleeve and accompanying app are in development, but for now
Motus is working to improve their own data.
Instead of simply tracking individual mechanics as a whole, the next version of the
Sleeve will provide pitch-specific breakdowns
so that coaches can compare stress across a
pitcher's entire repertoire.

http://www.fastcolabs.com/3038811/
elasticity/a-connected-sleeve-finds-thatpitchers-need-to-alter-their-warm-ups

Junior Umpires
Needed!
We are currently recruiting
Junior Umpires for the
Spring 2015 season. Qualifications are:

Player Health and Safety



You are at least 14 years
old.



You are in good financial
standing with the Hillsborough Baseball League.



You participate in the
February Training Sessions.

Information session is scheduled for February 4th. Email
Chris Porter for further information.

With the rise of concern about concussions in sports,
please review the following articles for more information.

Don’t Forget!

Concussions may be more severe in girls and young athletes.

Don’t forget to upload
your child’s birth certificate online. This is
a requirement for all
new players.

http://mobile.nytimes.com/blogs/well/2012/05/10/concussionsmay-be-more-severe-in-girls-and-young-athletes/

Limiting rest is found to help young concussion patients.
http://mobile.nytimes.com/2015/01/05/us/limiting-rest-is-found-to
-help-young-concussion-patients.html?emc=eta1&_r=1&referrer=
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